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:
Long ago there was an 'asura' named
'Mahishaasura' who armed with the power of the
boon Lord Brahma gave him created havoc on
earth and in 'Swargam' (paradise). When the Gods
approached Lord Brahma to save them from his
tyranny he admitted that since it was his boon that
gave him the power he could not do anything
against it and suggested they plead Lord Vishnu.
When Lord Vishnu heard their pleas he knew he
alone could not destroy the demon so Brahma
Vishnu and Maheswara (Shiva) combined their
power and from their eyes a brilliant light emitted
and converged at the ashram of rishi 'kaatyana'.
From the brilliant light emerged 'Katyaayani' . The
Mother proclaimed that she is the power who has
created the universe and it is her energy that resides in Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara. Then she
rode on her lion and fought against Mahishasura.
They fought for nine days and nine nights before

(0433202246)

1st day - 'Asvayuja padyami' - Swarnakavachalankruta Durga
2nd day - 'Asvayuja vidhiya' - Sri Bala Tripurasundari
3rd day - 'Aswayuja tadhiya' - Gayatri
4th day -'Aswayuja chavithi' - Annapoorna
5th day - 'Aswayuja pachami' - Sri Lalitha Tripurasundari - LalithaPanchami
6th day - 'Aswayuja Shasti' - Sri Maha Lakshmi Maha shasti
7th day -'Aswayuja saptami' - Maha Saraswati Mahasaptami
8th day -'Aswayuja astami' - Durga - Durgastami
9th day -'Aswayuja navami' - Mahishasura amrdini - Maharnavami
10th day -'Aswayuja dasami' - Sri Rajarajeswari
Devi - Vijayadasami
she slew the demon. Hence from 'padyami' to 'navami' the
Navaratri is celebrated and during the tenth day
‘Vijayadasami’, Vijaya Durga is worshiped to conclude the
celebrations. During the Navaratri, Durga is worshiped in
nine different forms.

Diwali, the festival of lights, celebrates the abundance of autumn harvest and is
dedicated to various gods and goddesses. The festival gets its name from the row
(avali) of clay lamps (or deepa) that Indians light outside their homes to symbolize
the inner light that protects us from spiritual darkness. Hindus interpret the Diwali
story based upon where they live:



In North India they celebrate the story of King Rama's return to Ayodhya after he defeated Ravana by lighting
rows of clay lamps.
 South India celebrates it as the day that Lord Krishna defeated the demon Narakasura.
 In western India the festival marks the day that Lord Vishnu, the Preserver (one of the main gods of the Hindu
trinity) sent the demon King Bali to rule the nether world.
In all interpretations, one common thread rings true—the festival marks the victory of good over evil.
Diwali also celebrates the gracious nature of the three goddesses, Lakshmi, Kali and Saraswati. Dhanteras (two days before Diwali) is dedicated to Lakshmi, whose blessings are essential for a prosperous, fruitful and peaceful life. Kali-Chudash (the day before Diwali) is dedicated
to Maha Kali whose strength we seek to maintain the wealth we have.
Strength, physical, mental and spiritual, is essential for all of us to lead
a happy life. Diwali itself is dedicated to goddess Saraswati.
Knowledge is the ultimate wealth, for it cannot be stolen from you; it is
also the ultimate strength, for it often defeats brute force.
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Quiz Time
Q 1) Who is the demon who stole the Vedas?

character?
Q 5) Who designed Indian National
flag?
Q 6) Who wrote “Maa Telugu talliki mallepudanda” song?
Q 7) Who is famously known as Andhra Shelly?
Q 8) Which song of Sri Sri won the National Award
for best lyrics?

Q 2) In Punjab what is the Ugadi festival called?
Q 9) Who referred to Telugu as “Italian of East”?
Q 3) It is believed that during Ugadi festival Goddess Lakshmi resides in...
Q 10) Who is known as “Andhra Netaji”?
Q 4) Who is the creator of the famous “kaantam”
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Story time:

Lord Ganesha

Lord Ganesh is the virtual son of Lord Shiva and goddess
Parvathi. The story of creation of Ganesh is a very fascinating one.
A long long time ago when Lord Shiva, was away
fighting for the gods, goddess Parvathi was alone at
home. On one occasion, she needed someone to guard
the house when she was going for a bath. Unable to think
of an alternative, she used her powers to create a son,
Ganesh. She instructed Ganesh to keep strict vigil on the
entrance to the house and not to allow anyone into the
house. Ganesh agreed and stayed on the strictest of strict
vigils.

Some legends claim the dispute was about who was elder of the two. Anyway the parents then suggested that
the one who circled the world three times and came back
first would get it as a prize. Kartikeya got on the peacock,
his vahana, and flew around the world stopping at all
sacred spots on the way and offering his prayers. But at
every major stop, he would find Ganesha ahead of him
and was perplexed.
Ganesha understood that his vehicle, the mouse, would
not be able to compete with Skanda's peacock and he
could never beat Kartikeya.

But he thought for a while and came up with a solution.
He walked around his parents, Shiva and Parvati, three
times, with great devotion. When his parents asked him
why he was not circling the globe, he answered that his
In the meantime Lord Shiva returned after a glorious vicparents are the whole world. I need go no further to travtory for the gods, only to
el the whole world.
be stopped at the enSkanda on returning back
trance
by
Ganesh.
learned of this, and accepted
Ganesh, acting on Parthe superiority of Ganesha,
vathi's orders verbatim,
and bowed to him.
did not allow Shiva to
enter the house. Lord
Another story about Ganesha
Shiva was enraged beis:
yond control and in a fit
It was Ganesh's birthday and
of rage slashed the head
he had been invited for dinof Ganesh. In the meanner at a devotee's house.
time Paravti came out
Ganesh had a very heavy
from her bath and was
meal and was returning home
aghast at the scene. She
on his mouse, when a snake
was very, very angry at
crossed their path. Seeing
her lordship for what had
this, the mouse got very
happened and explained
frightened and ran away, in
him the situation.
the process felling Ganesh.
Lord Shiva wanted to
Ganesh fell and his stomach,
make it up to Parvathi
which was very full, burst
and agreed to put life
open. Seeing this the moon
back into Ganesha by
burst out laughing. Ganesh
putting the head of the
felt very humiliated, so he
first living creature that came in sight which was sleepkilled the snake and tied it around his stomach. He then
ing with its head towards north. He sent his ganas in
gave chase to the moon who ran for his life. The moon
search of the creature. The first creature which came in
managed to evade Ganesh and hid in his palace. Ganesh
sight was an elephant. So Lord Shiva re-created his son
soon came there and stood guard outside, telling the
with the head of the elephant. Hence the trunk of Lord
moon, "Where will you go now? You have to come out
Ganesha.
sooner or later and then I'll take my revenge".
Parvathi was still not totally happy with the deal and
It became very dark, as the moon refused to come out.
wanted more. Then Shiva granted Ganesha a boon that
This resulted in chaos on earth. The gods went and pled
before beginning of any undertaking or task people
with Ganesh to free the moon. Ganesh finally relented
would worship Lord Ganesh. Thus the reason for worand let the moon come out, but cursed him saying, " You
ship of Ganesha before start of any work.
hid in your house like a thief. Therefore, anybody who
sees you on my birthday, will be implicated as a thief".
There are many stories about Lord Ganesh.
This is the reason why we are not supposed to look at the
On an occasion, Shiva and Parvati had been given a fruit
moon on the auspices of Ganesh Chaturthi. This was also
by the gods and both the sons Ganesh and Murugan
the reason why Shri Krishna was accused of stealing the
(Kartikeya or Skanda or Kumara Swamy) wanted it.
Shymantaka gem.
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Upakaariki nupakaaramu vipareetamu
gaadusaeyu vivariMpaMgaa napakaariki
nupakaaramu nepamennaka
saeyuvaaDu naervari sumatee

Tvameva maataa cha pitaa tvameva
Tvameva bandhuscha sakhaa tvameva
Tvameva vidhyaa dravinam tvameva
Tvameva sarvam mama deva deva.

Meaning: You alone are the mother and father. You
Meaning: There is nothing great in doing good to a per- alone are the relative and friend. You alone are the
son from whom some help has already been received. A knowledge and the wealth. You are everything to me, O
person who unhesitatingly and without finding fault Lord.
helps an ill-doer, is a skilful person.

ఉగాది సాందర్భాంగా చదువులలో, ఆటలలో, తదితర్ అాంశాలలల పరతిభ కనపర్చిన బాల, బాలికలను
గుర్చతాంచి వాటా వార్చకి సర్చటఫికెటోను అాందిాంచిాంది.
వార్చ వివర్ాలు:
అఖిల్ వననాంర్ెడ్ి ,డ శశాాంక్ గదిర్ాజు, సిాంధు గమిని, హర్చపిరయ ఉతత లూర్ు, మెహతి పువావడ,
వర్ష బాలస, అభిలాష పిాంగళి, మాధుర్చ, దిలాన్ నోర్ోనుు, వీర్ు గేట్ పర్ీక్షలల సాధిాంచిన పరతిభకుగాను సర్చటఫికెటో ల ఇవవటాం జర్చగచాంది.
భర్త్ పో తుకూచి, హేమ చెర్ుపలిో , కౌశిక్ పలాోదులు టెర్చటర్ీ పర్ీక్షలలో సాధిాంచిన విజయాలకుగాను, యష్ వర్ధ న్ ర్ెడ్ి డ మెర్ెడ్ి ,డ అమృత లకోజా
లు లెకకలలో కనపర్చిన పరతిభకుగాను సర్చటఫికెటో ల పొ ాందార్ు.
చదర్ాంగాంలల అతుుతత మ పరతిభని కనపర్చి, పది అాంతకాంటే తకకవ వయసుుగల వార్చ గర
ర ఆస్టలి
ే యా లలనే ఏడవ సాానానిన పొ ాందిన
ూ పులల వెసటన్
శ్రూ కృషణ ధర్మపుర్చ సావన్ కిూష్ట ియన్ కాలేజీ బ్లోట్్ ఛాాంపియన్ ష్ిప్ లల ర్ెాండవ సాానానిన, జూనియర్ ఇాంటర్ సకకల్ టోర్నమెాంట్ లల పరథమసాానానిన
పొ ాందటాంతో పాటల 2010 లల జర్చగచన మర్చనిన పో టోలలో తన పరతిభను కనపర్చినాందుకుగా కూడ్ా వాటా పుర్సాకర్ానిన అాందచేసిాంది.

Answers for Quiz: 1. Somkasura, 2.Bisakhi, 3. Fire, 4. Muni Manikyam, 5. Pingali Venkaiah, 6. Sankarampadi sundarachari,
7. Devulapalli Krishnasastri, 8. Telugu Veera Levara, 9. C P Brown 10. Madduri Annapurnayya పొ డుపుకథ: కవవాం
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